The Conic Benchmark Library (CBLIB 2014) is a collection of more than a hundred conic optimization instances under a free and open license policy. It is the first extensive benchmark library for the advancing field of conic mixed-integer and continuous optimization, which is already supported by all major commercial solvers and spans a wide range of industrial applications. The library addresses the particular need for public test sets mixing cone types and allowing integer variables, but has all types of conic optimization in target. The CBF file format is embraced as standard, and tools are provided to aid integration with, or transformation to the input format of, any software package.
Introduction
A conic optimization problem is the problem of minimizing (or maximizing) a linear objective over a feasible region specified in terms of affine expressions, convex cones, and, if any, integer variables. It may be formulated as minimize x c T x subject to A i x − b i ∈ K i , for i = 1, . . . , k, x j ∈ Z, for j ∈ J .
(1)
The conic form (1) allows us to express all convex mixed-integer and continuous optimization problems without loss of generality [19] . In fact, only three types of cones (nonnegative orthant, quadratic cone and semidefinite cone) are enough to represent a broad range of applications [3] . These three cone types are called the real-valued symmetric cones, and are usually accompanied by equality constraints for convenience, which in (1) would be the cone of zeros {0} n . As example, we take the classical Markowitz portfolio optimization problem [29] and compare the traditional and the conic form. The portfolio problem (2) maximizes expected return subject to the accepted risk γ and investable wealth ω. The return vector µ and covariance matrix Σ = G T G, characterize the investments in consideration.
subject to x T Σx ≤ γ e T x = ω x ≥ 0 ↔ ↔ ↔ subject to (γ 1/2 , Gx) ∈ Q 1+n , e T x − ω ∈ {0},
x ∈ R n + .
The traditional form (on the left) use a convex functional to express the nonlinearity as f (x) ≤ 0. The conic form (on the right) achieves the same using a nonlinear cone. In particular, the three affine expressions are constrained, respectively, to the quadratic cone Q 1+n = {(r, x) ∈ R 1 + × R n | r 2 ≥ x T x}, and the two linear cones, the set of zero and the nonnegative orthant.
One advantage of the conic form is that convexity is not a concern. Any input data yields a convex problem instance by definition, whereas the convexity of the traditional form depends on the parameters of f (x), such as Σ in (2) . Another advantage stems from the efficiency by which primal-dual interior-point methods are able to exploit the underlying structure of symmetric cones [32] . This advantage is reflected in the state-of-the-art optimization software, with high-performing implementations in all major commercial solvers; XPRESS [14] , MOSEK [31] , GUROBI [21] and CPLEX [23] . SEDUMI [39] , SDPT3 [42] and SDPA [44] can moreover be mentioned as significant open source projects based on variants of the primal-dual method for symmetric cones proposed in [32] . MOSEK, SEDUMI and SDPT3 support all real-valued symmetric cones, while XPRESS, GUROBI and CPLEX omit support of the semidefinite cone. SDPA, in contrast, support only the semidefinite cone. Integer variables can be handled by all major commercial solvers, but not by any of the open source projects.
What is currently missing from this development, is an extensive, challenging and publicly available benchmark library keeping up with mainstream cone support. Benchmark libraries are known to have a great effect on stimulating improvements in reliability and performance in optimization software. The NETLIB LP [18] library, for instance, was the first electronically distributed benchmark library for continuous linear optimization and often attributed for its major effect on the development of LP solvers. Correspondingly, MIPLIB [28] has played a major role in the field of mixed-integer linear optimization. In review of benchmark libraries for conic optimization, SDPLIB [5] is worth noticing although focus is limited to the semidefinite cone. Mixed cone types were considered in the 7th DIMACS Implementation Challenge [34] , but the benchmark library established for this challenge has been inactive for years. These instances are furthermore difficult to use without MATLAB [40] , and were reformulated at the time to fit a SEDUMI biased format. No benchmark libraries were found for conic mixed-integer optimization, although supported by all major commercial optimization software available today. This reveals a particular need to address mixed cone types and integer variables.
The Conic Benchmark Library (CBLIB) is an ongoing community developed project staying updated with the conic mixed-integer and continuous capabilities of mainstream solvers. Mixed cone types and integer variables fall under this category and has, among other things, been addressed by the library. CBLIB 2014 is the initial release with more than a hundred instances of varying difficulty. News and changes can be followed on http://cblib.zib.de, from where the project is being maintained and distributed.
The benchmark library embraces the recently developed Conic Benchmark Format (CBF) [17] as the standard file format for conic optimization problems. As opposed to all considered alternatives, CBF has the advantageous of being a portable text-based format, compact and easily parsable, and not biased towards the capabilities of any particular solver. It gracefully handles the concept of matrix-variables and matrix-inequalities, and is versatile enough to encompass other convex cones should such become part of the mainstream solver capabilities. Moreover, the CBF file format allows CBLIB to provide instances with free variables and change-sequences in problem data (where warmstarting is advantages), both of which represent ongoing computational studies of interiorpoint methods [2, 37] .
The article is outlined as follows. In Section 2, the conic problem formulation used in CBLIB is formalized. Verification of the claims made by solvers (such as feasibility and optimality) is discussed, and the CBF file format is exemplified. Section 3 describes all of the problem instances in this benchmark library, as well as the tools distributed with them. A brief note on benchmarking is made in Section 4, and final remarks are made in Section 5.
Notation and cone definitions
The notation in this section uses
− as the decomposition of a vector into its nonnegative and nonpositive parts. That is, element-wise, [x] + j = max(x j , 0) and [x] − j = max(−x j , 0). We use S n ⊂ R n×n as the subset of symmetric matrices, and X, Y = ij X ij Y ij as the standard trace inner product for such matrices. The Cartesian product, ×, is defined to satisfy
and a cone which is not the Cartesian product of smaller cones is said to be primitive. That is, R 2 = R × R is not primitive. The Euclidean distance from a pointx to its projection y in K, is given by dist(x, K) = min y∈K x − y 2 . These distances are listed in the paragraphs below for projections y as shown in [6] . The fractionality of a scalarx, is the minimum distance to a point in Z given by dist(x, Z) = |x − round(x)|.
Linear cones This family covers the set of reals R n , the set of zeros {0} n , the nonnegative orthant R n + = {x ∈ R n | x j ≥ 0 for j = 1, . . . , n}, and the 
Semidefinite cones Refers to the real-valued symmetric positive semidefinite cone 
Problem formulation
The optimization problems of CBLIB 2014 are all written in the conic form shown in (P). The coefficients of the linear objective function are given by c ∈ R nx and C ∈ S n X , and the constraints are similarly described by A ∈ R ng×nx , F : S n X → R ng and b ∈ R ng , as well as H * : R nx → S n G and B ∈ S n G . This problem is known as the primal problem,
Excluding the integer requirements of (P), it has a Lagrange dual problem (D) which, as we shall see in a moment, can be used to certify primal infeasibility or certify that a claimed solution is optimal. It can also be used in sensitivity analysis [16] , or in variable generation [36] similar to column-generation in linear optimization. While the exact representation of the Lagrange dual problem is not unique, the following formulation may be used as standard reference,
The linear operators from matrices to vectors, F(X) and H(Y ), and their adjoint operators from vectors to matrices, F * (x) and H * (y), are defined according to
where F i ∈ S n X for i = 1, . . . , n g , and H j ∈ S n G for j = 1, . . . , n x . The Lagrange dual problem (D) is further specified in terms of dual cones indicated by a superscripted star. The semidefinite cone is self-dual, e.g., (S
, and the same holds for most other cones mentioned here. The exception is the set of reals, R n , and the set of zeros, {0} n , which are each others dual cone.
Solvers for (P) make claims about the status of its result, e.g., feasible or optimal, or about the status of the problem, e.g., infeasible. This status should be verified in benchmarks whenever possible, to catch the cases of failure. In this regard, anything more than verifying the feasibility of a point requires dual values from the solver.
A point is said to be feasible with respect to (P) or (D), when the Euclidean distance to all cones and the fractionality of integer variables are zero. In practice, a certain tolerance has to be accepted due to the approximating nature of floating-point arithmetic.
A feasible point to (P) is certified optimal when we are given a feasible point to (D) with the same objective value (within a tolerance). This is a direct consequence of weak duality.
The problem (P) is certified infeasible when we are given a feasible point to the problem (D), modified such that c and C are fixed to zero, with a strictly positive objective value (above a tolerance). This is the conic generalization of the Farkas' lemma from linear optimization.
The problem (P) has a certified unbounded direction (which may improve the objective value of any feasible point indefinitely) when we are given a feasible point to the problem (P), modified such that b and B are fixed to zero, with a strictly negative objective value (below a tolerance). This also implies that the problem (D) is certified infeasible.
The second and third certificate, depending the Lagrange dual problem (D), is only guaranteed to exist when (P) has no integer requirements, i.e., J = ∅, and a constraint qualification is satisfied. Instances without constraint qualification can be regarded as ill-posed, however, as it implies the existence of a less complex description of the same feasible region [41] . Basic conic duality theory and some extensions are found in [6, 33, 30] .
In conclusion of this section, we show how to formulate an instance of the Markowitz portfolio optimization problem (2) in the CBF file format. We let the number of investments in consideration be n = 2, and write out the primal problem (P) with an objective sense changed from minimize to maximize,
This translates directly into the CBF file shown in Table 1 , bearing in mind that specified constants are always added to, never subtracted from, the affine expressions and the objective function. More details of the CBF file format can be found in [17] . 
The instance catalog
This section brings an overview of the problem instances in CBLIB 2014. A brief description of each instance is found in Table 2 , along with references to the researchers who worked with and described the instances. Most instances have been found by data mining in the public domain, and the contributors of these instances to the CBLIB project have been recognized in the distributed benchmark library. Note that semidefinite cones are absent from this initial release due to our focus on second-order cones.
Instances
Origin and description estein4 A, estein4 B, estein4 C, estein4 nr22, estein5 A, estein5 B, estein5 C, estein5 nr1, estein5 nr21
Drewes [12] . Minimum Steiner tree problem.
turbine07, turbine07 aniso, turbine54, turbine07GF, turbine54GF, turbine07 lowb, turbine07 lowb aniso
Drewes [12] . Balancing high-speed rotating machinery with either the least axial weight locations, the least distinct weight sets ('GF' in name), or minimum imbalance ('lowb' in name). nb, nb L1, nb L2, nb L2 bessel Coleman and Vanderbei [8] .
Calibration of antenna arrays, suppressing signals that do not come from a chosen direction. nql30, nql60, nql90, nql180, qssp30, qssp60, qssp90, qssp180
Andersen et al. [1] , Christiansen and Andersen [7] . Collapse states for loaded plastic plates using the plain strain model ('nql' in name), or the supported plate model ('qssp' in name). sched 50 50 orig, sched 50 50 scaled, sched 100 50 orig, sched 100 50 scaled, sched 100 100 orig, sched 100 100 scaled, sched 200 100 orig, sched 200 100 scaled Skutella [38] . Job scheduling on parallel unrelated machines. Bonami et al. [4] , Günlük et al. [20] . Separable quadratic uncapacitated facility location. Relaxation with cuts ('psc' in name) or without cuts ('nopsc' in name).
pp-n10-d10, pp-n10-d10000, pp-n100-d10, pp-n100-d10000, pp-n1000-d10, pp-n1000-d10000, pp-n100000-d10, pp-n100000-d10000
Ziegler [45] . Production planning.
chainsing-1000-1, chainsing-1000-2, chainsing-1000-3, chainsing-10000-1, chainsing-10000-2, chainsing-10000-3, chainsing-50000-1, chainsing-50000-2, chainsing-50000-3
Conn et al. [10] , Kobayashi et al. [26] . The chained singular function (academic). Coleman et al. [9] . Optimal design of a delta-sigma ('ds' in name), a wideband ('wb' in name) or a nonlinear-phase FIR ('fir' in name) filter. Vielma et al. [43] . Portfolio optimization with cardinality constraints. a(currancy) Infeasibility meassures exceed 10 −4 on some primitive cones or integer requirements (points not normalized). v(alue) Objective neither claimed by a solver (mixed-integer case) nor certified by a feasible dual solution (continuous case), to be within an absolute gap of 10 −4 or relative gap of 10 −7 from optimality. The instance statistics are found in Table 3 . For each instance the table shows the number of variables, affine expressions, and nonzero constraint coefficients (not counting constants and objective coefficients). It then shows the number of binary, general integer, and continuous entries of cones in each domain family, wherein affine expression entries (that is, entries of K ng g from (P) as opposed to entries of K nx x ) are always counted as continuous. Next follows a total of the linear and second-order cones. The last column indicates the instance status by reporting the primal objective value, whenever possible, of a point found using the default solver and parameter settings of MOSEK version 7 [31] . The reported objective is optimal unless otherwise indicated. Please see the footnotes of the table for the tolerances used on feasibility and optimality.
One may ask whether the last column of Table 3 can be replaced by exact results freed from tolerances? This question is addressed in [25] and [22] using interval arithmetic, and for the general case their conclusion is negative. Points that lie exactly on the boundary of a semidefinite cone are nontrivial to verify in practice, and for the interval of the optimal value to be finite, all variables are required to be bounded. Another approach is through symbolic-numeric quantifier elimination [24] , generalizing the concept of Fourier-Motzkin elimination from linear optimization. However, this algorithm features doubly exponential complexity and is not practical for the instances of this benchmark library. This is in sharp contrast to continuous linear optimization in which exact solutions in rational arithmetic can be obtained fairly efficiently [27] .
The library contains 121 instances out of which 80 are mixed-integer. Only eight of the 80 mixed-integer instances contain general integer variables, showing binary variables to be the most common as expected. This is in line with the mixed-integer linear instances of the MIPLIB library [28] . All instances contain second-order cones, but only three of the 80 mixed-integer instances require the entry of a second-order cone to be integer. Beware, that this latter observation is based solely on the domain of integer variables, and does not consider affine expression entries even though they may preserve the integrality of its variables.
The average number of entries per second-order cone is close to three in many of the instances. Elaborating on this, 86 of the 121 instances contain at least one 3-dimensional second-order cone out of which 20 have exactly one other and 66 have no other second-order cones. In the other end of the scale we find nine of the 121 instances with more than a thousand entries per second-order cone on average. The total of second-order cones range as low as one (eleven instances) to more than 100 000 (three instances).
Instance 2013i wbNRL is an example of the fact that it is quite normal to make mistakes or forget something in the first attempt to formulate a problem. In this particular case, the problem features a direction which may improve the objective value of any feasible point indefinitely. In other words, it can be certified to have an unbounded direction, and this direction is the best result a solver can produce to help the user locate such formulation errors.
Instances sched * * orig are all indicated by Table 3 to be primal infeasible, albeit known from the scaled versions to be feasible. It so happens because these indicators were generated from the points returned by MOSEK, as the best guess possible when numerical difficulties hindered convergence. In this case, the returned points were simply closer to primal infeasibility certificates, than to satisfy the criteria for primal feasibility. These instances constitute a numerical challenge.
Instances pp-n100000-d10 and pp-n100000-d10000 are large mixed-integer second-order cone instances known to have feasible points. None of these points, however, were identified by MOSEK 7 within one hour. The default solver and parameter settings of CPLEX version 12 [23] were also attempted on these two instances, but did not yield a feasible point either. These instances constitute a combinatorial challenge.
Filtering out instances of interest
Cone support is not uniform across all solvers, and it is often the case that benchmarks focus on a subset of instances with certain characteristics. For this reason the Python script, filter.py, has been developed to filter out instances of interest. It takes a string as input, substitute ||*|...|| with the value of the filter * given arguments ..., and evaluate it as a boolean expression. Instances evaluating to true are listed.
python filter.py "||int|| and ||cones|so|| and not ||psdcones||" Mixed-integer second-order cone instances.
python filter.py "||entries|so|| / ||cones|so|| <= 4" Instances with no more than four entries per second-order cone on average. python filter.py "||cones|so|| == ||cones|so|==3||" Instances where all second-order cones have exactly three entries.
The filtering mechanism can be extended to more advanced selection criteria by adding Python functions to the directory of filters. In this release, the filters extend to those listed in Table 4 . Given a second string as argument, the script will evaluate and output the result of it. With an empty filter (always true), this can be used to generate tables of instance statistics. This second argument is also useful for becoming familiar with an instance, or with how a particular filter works. Table 4 :
General, scalar-variable and matrix-variable filters aligned in columns. The symbol '-' indicates that a filter is a restricted version of another filter.
Feeding instances into optimization software
A disadvantage of the CBF format is the lack of support in mainstream software. This concern has led to the development of tools which can aid integration with, or transformation to the input format of, most software packages. More specifically, the library is distributed with CBF parsers in various programming languages and a file converter tool.
Parsers of the CBF format has been written in the MATLAB, Python, and C++ programming languages. These parsers may be used to feed instances into optimization software through programming interfaces. An example of this concept has been made with the Python script, run.py, which uses the CBF parser in Python to feed instances into MOSEK [31] through its Python API. This script was, for example, used to generate the last column of Table 3 in the instance catalog. By default, the script is configured to save the optimization result of each instance with the extension, .sol. Subsequent analysis with the Python script, summary.py, is thus possible. The file converter tool, named cbftool, uses the CBF parser written in C++ to convert instances into another file format. It is capable of transforming conic constraints, Ax − b ∈ K, into Ax − b = s and s ∈ K, but is otherwise incapable of modifying problem formulations to match the limitations of a particular file format. Thus, although the sparse SDPA format [44] is supported by cbftool, only pure semidefinite instances can be converted to this format. The tool supports two extensions of the MPS format to facilitate second-order cones. The explicit second-order cone extension from 1999 [31] , and the implicit quadratic inequality extension introduced in 2003 [23] . Examples are given below.
cbftool -o mps-mosek [FILENAME] [FILENAME] ... Convert given instances to the explicit second-order cone extension of the MPS format.
cbftool -o mps-cplex -opath [FOLDER] [FILENAME]
[FILENAME] ... Convert given instances to the implicit quadratic inequality extension of the MPS format, and store the results in the specified folder.
Notes on benchmarking
On a general note, a benchmark comparing two or more optimization methods must provide answers to the fundamental questions:
What are the performance measures? What are the acceptance criteria for the output of the optimization methods?
Acceptance criteria usually boils down to the tolerances within which nearfeasible solutions and certificates are accepted. In case the selected acceptance criteria approve all results, and there is only one performance measure, e.g., computation time, the improvement (or speed-up) factor [15] is a simple and widely used measure of comparison. The improvement factor does not indicate variance, however, and when time limits are reached, or results fail to satisfy the acceptance criteria, performance profiles [11] becomes a much better basis of comparison.
The degree of infeasibility can be measured by the Euclidean distances and the fractionality of integer variables, introduced at the end of Section 1. These measures are recommended when the individual instances are studied, e.g., when comparing different formulations. This is the typical situation of problem owners, and implies that when instances are badly formulated, solvers will struggle and yield large infeasibility measures. On the other hand, when the individual solvers are studied, it is unfair to blame these for the occurrences of high infeasibility caused by badly formulated instances. In this latter case, the following precautions are therefore recommended:
• Treat each primitive cone separately. A cone may be the Cartesian product of other cones, such as when a semidefinite matrix has a block-diagonal construction. In such cases, each factor of the Cartesian product, e.g., each block of the semidefinite matrix, should be treated separately.
• Normalize affine expressions by the infinity norm of coefficients. That is, given the affine expression Ax + b constrained to the nonegative orthant R + , or any other cone, one should compute the infeasibility measure for the normed point (Ax + b)/ max(1, A ∞ , b ∞ ).
Finally, we consider a common performance measure, computation time, usually measured by the wall-clock time on the same, or equivalent, hardware and software environments. Slight performance variability between two equivalent executions are to be expected, even for deterministic optimization methods, and are subject to statistical analysis as covered in [28] . Given that performance is to be summarized in a single time measurement, it is recommended only to include those parts of the optimization process to which a genuine interest lies. The time used to input and receive output through a slow medium such as a hard drive, for instance, is rarely of interest. Including this overhead is unfair to academic work focusing efforts on optimization, and misleading to commercial work offering faster alternatives through low-level APIs.
Final remarks
Conic optimization has become mainstream during the past ten years. Excellent commercial and open-source solvers are available, frequent advancements are being made, and its potential usage stretch all the way to general convex optimization. The lack of a public benchmark library is apparent, however, and CBLIB is the first to follow mainstream support of conic optimization including mixed cone types and integer variables. For the upcoming releases, we aim to add semidefinite instances, more second-order cone instance, and challenging infeasible instances as requested in, e.g., [35] . We wish for a widespread adoption of the CBF format, and to make the integration with, or transformation to the input format of, any software package as easy as possible. We moreover intend to categorize instances in test sets such as open, challenging and easy.
The conic benchmark library is a community project and grow through external submissions. Please consider contributing at http: // cblib. zib. de .
